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Nokia CA-53 - USB cable - CA53

Nokia CA-53 is a data transmission cable between phone and PC. You can transmit phone book, calendar, polyphonic

ringtones, to-do notes and backup information from phone and store on PC computer.

Works with original software from Nokia (PC Suite).

Compatible with:

Nokia 3155i, 3230, 3250, 6111, 6170, 6230, 6230i, 6235i, 6236i, 6255i, 6256i, 6260, 6270, 6280, 6620, 6630, 6650, 6670,

6680, 6681, 6682, 7270, 7370, 7600, 7610, 7710, 9300, 9500 Communicator, N70, N71, N80, N90, E60, E61, E70

Nokia PC Suite allows you to:

Install Java applications, games from the PC to the phone.

Send text messages and edit the phone book and message settings of your phone. Edit and backup phone contacts.

Copy images to and from your phone and make images usable for multimedia messages or wallpapers.

Copy data or back-up data from your phone to PC or to another Nokia phone.

Synchronize the phone book, calendar and to-do notes between your phone and PC. Also with Lotus and Microsoft

applications (Supports Outlook 97/98/2000/XP, Microsoft Schedule, Lotus Notes, Lotus Organizer).

Edit polyphonic ringing tones to be compatible with your phone and to transfer them to your phone

Edit and send your WAP bookmarks or update the connection sets to your phone.

Whats the difference between the DKU-2 and CA-53 ?

The CA-53 is a true USB cable and not like the DKU-2 with a virtual COM-port built on a usb plugin, however both cables

allow exactly the same functionality. This cable replaces the old nokia dku-2 cable, which is no longer manufactured.

Set includes:

- CA-53 cable

- CD with driver

- user manual

It is not original CA-53, but fully compatible and factory made, high quality cable.
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